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Abstract - -A modification of the Lanczos Tau Method for the approximate solution of second- 
order differential equations with polynomial coefficients was proposed by the author earlier. This 
modification chooses a minimum perturbation, among all possible, on the right-hand side of the 
corresponding Volterra integral equation. A Tau Method computational scheme is applied to the 
approximate solution of a system of differential equations related to the differential equation of 
hypergeometric type. Various vector perturbations are discussed. Our choice of the perturbation 
term is a shifted Chebyshev polynomial with a special form of selected transition and normalization. 
The minimality conditions for the perturbation term are found for one equation. They are sufficiently 
simple for verification in a number of important cases. Ortiz's recursive approach to the Tau Method is 
extended to canonical vector-polynomial coefficients, and to the coefficients of the linear combination 
that generate an approximate solution. The advantages of the proposed approach are shown for 
modified Bessel functions computation. Seven digit tables of modified Bessel function K:/2+i~(x ) 
have been computed and published. The computer programs for the calculations may be found in 
the State Fund of Algorithms and Programs and in the United Library of Numerical Analysis of the 
Moscow State University. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Lanczos Tau Method, Modified Bessel function, Chebyshev polynomials, Numerical 
approximation. 
Polynomial approximations [1-5] are important in computing special functions. Methods for 
obtaining polynomial approximations of Bessel functions have been amply reported in [1-3,6-12]. 
A n:odification of the Tau Method (see [1-3,10,11]) for the approximate solution of second-order 
differential equations with polynomial coefficients was also discussed in previous papers of the 
author [13-17]. 
Let us consider a system of k second-order differential equations with polynomial coefficients 
k 
(j) I + a (j) v " "] ((/,(oJ)y 2 -}-" a~J)y)U}l(y) ~- ~ [(a3i_ly --a~ j)) vi(Y ) 3,/-.t,-1 i[Y)] : O, 
(1) 
vj(o) m) =aak+2, j= l , . . . , k ,  yC[0, I], 
in the unknown vector function v(y) = (Vl(9),..., vk(y)). It is assumed to have only one solution. 
Integrating (1) twice and using integration by parts, we obtain the system of Volterra integral 
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equations for v(y) 
i=l 
j=  l , . . . , k .  
dx + 03k+2Y , (2) 
The coefficients b~ j) and al j), i = 0, . . . ,  3k + 2 and j = 1,.. . ,  k, are interrelated. 
We define the canonical vector polynomial for system (2). This is the vector Q~)(y) = 
O) (J) O) , (Qlm(Y), • Qkm(Y)) J = k, m • ..,Qim(Y), .., 1,.. . ,  E N, with polynomial scalar components 
(J) (J) t, Qim(Y) = ~=o qamY which is the solution of the system of equations 
io3i_ lX+O3iy+~3i+l jQl~(x)  dx+or jy  , 
i=1 
5r j= l ,  r= j ;  5~j=O, re  j, r= l , . . . , k ,  
(3) 
solved accurately to the first-order polynomial in each component. Thus, the system of integral 
equations for canonical vector polynomial Q~)(y) is system (3) in which the right side of the 
r th equation, r ¢ j, remains unchanged and ym is added to the right side of the jth equation. We 
understand the equality of polynomials on the left- and right-hand side of each system's integral 
equation as the equality of their coefficients at identical powers of y from 2 to m + 2. 
These canonical vector polynomials implify the transition of the computation from solution 
step n to n + 1, and are independent of the approximation i terval and initial values used. 
If canonical vectors exist with all j = 1,. . . ,  k, and m E N, they form a system of vectors, 
which is called the canonical system of vectors for the system of equations (2). The polynomial- 
component coefficients of canonical vector-polynomials qam, i -- 1, . . . ,  k, l -- 0, . . . ,  m, are deter- 
mined by solving the system of linear equations, which is derived by equating the coefficients of 
the identical powers of y, beginning from two, in the scalar components of system (3). They are 
determined by the method of undetermined coefficients, i.e., by substituting 
712 
QI (y) (j) ' = 2-~ qilmY ' 
l=O 
i = 1,. . . ,k,  
in system (3). 
_0) _(J) We obtain a sequence of m + 1 systems of kth-order equations in k unknowns qllm,'" •, qklm 
k ( h(~) 
a ,b o i)  3,-1 
i=1 m+2 
k ( ~(r) 
E 5rib~i) ~'3i- 1 
l+2  
i=1 
b(3:) ) - ( J )  =Srj,  r= l , .  ,k, m + 1 ~tirnrn " "  
/ 
k I 1,(~) \ 
b~;) ~ ~(J) = E I-(~rib~ i) u3i+l / '~(J), 
l T i  ] + l + 2 ] 
(4) 
where r = 1, . . . ,k,  and l -- m - 1,. . . ,0. 
We consider the system of equations (2) where an arbitrary vector polynomial Pn+2(Y) = 
(Pln+2(Y),... ,Pjn+2(Y),..., Pk,+2(Y)) with arbitrary polynomial scalar components of degree 
n + 2 is added on the right-hand side 
n+2 
Pjn+2(Y) = E p~lym, j = 1, . . . ,k ,  
m=O 
(b(J)y 2 -~- b~J'y) uj(y) = ~03i_lX -~- 03i Y + u3i+i J 
i=I 
dx + ~(j) ~ + Pj~+2(Y). ~'3kw2Y 
(5) 
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LEMMA 1. For a solution to system (5) to exist in the form of a vector polynomial v,~(y) with 
scalar polynomial components of degree n vj~(y), j = 1, . . . ,  k, it is necessary and sufficient hat 
the coefficients of polynomials Pj~+2 (Y), j = 1,..., k, satisfy linear relations 
( 3 j+ l J  ¢tjOm -- ~ 03i+lqiom 
l=l  rn=0 i=1 
i#j 
= 0, j = 1 , . . . , k .  
p(0)  h(J) m+2 ~ ~3k+2' 
(6) 
The validity of the lemma is established by substituting the vector polynomial with components 
k ~ p(j) ,~(j)l , 
vi~(y) = E m+ 2tc~miy) 
j= l  m=O 
i = 1 .... , k, 
into system (5) and by equating of identical powers of y for each component. 
LEMMA 2. The approximate value v(y) given by the approximation method can be found from 
the formula 
v(~) ~ v~(y) = ~ ~(J) ~(5t.,~ /Jrn+2'°~ rn \v]~ 
5=0 rn=O 
or, rewriting by components, 
Via(y) ~ p(J) q(J) m+2 Jim yl, 
l=O j=O rn=O ] 
i= l , . . . , k .  
The choice of the vector polynomial P,~+2(Y) in (6) is of considerable significance for the 
accuracy of the Tau Method solution. 
It is natural to choose a vector polynomial Pn+2(Y) as the solution of the optimization problem 
n+2 
max max ~p~)y~ ~min  
j= l  ..... k ye[0,1] T~'~"0= 
(7) 
subject to conditions (6). 
Using discretization the problem (6),(7) can be reduced to a constrained linear approximation 
problem which can be solved numerically by linear programming. It is more efficient, however, 
to choose the perturbation term by choosing the vector polynomial close to the optimum. 
Stolyarchuk [18] proposed choosing the perturbation term's vector polynomial in the form 
P~n+2(y) = ~y2r~ (y), j = 1, . . . ,  k, (8) 
where 7j are undetermined coefficients. 
An alternative choice is [15] 
Pjn+2(Y) = ~-2j-ITn+I(Y) + ~-2jTn+2(Y), j = 1 ... .  , k, (9) 
where ~'2j-1 and ~-2j are undetermined coefficients. 
For the vector case, we suggest choosing the perturbation vector polynomial in the form 
Pj,+2(Y) = "rjT*+2 [(1 - an+2) Y + an+2], j = 1, . . . ,  k, (10) 
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where an+: is the left-most root of a shifted Chebyshev polynomial T~+2(y ) in the interval [0, 1], 
and Tj, j -~ 1 , . . . ,  k, are undetermined coefficients. 
Consider 
n-b2 
(0)  , 
P~n+2(Y) = E P(°m)Ym = Tn+ 2 [(1 - an+S) y + an+2] • 
m----0 
Now we consider the case of a second-order differential equation with polynomial coefficients 
(k = 1) in more detail. 
In this case, equality (6) takes the form 
n 
PO = 0, -P l  + (bl - b4) E bomPm+2 = bs. (11) 
m=0 
Consider a pair of linear relations of the coefficients of the polynomial of degree n 
n 
P0 = 0, E c(n)- i pi = 1. (12) 
i=1 
We have 
1 ci-(n) (b1-b4)~5 c~n) = -~5 '  = bo,-2, i=  2 , . . . ,n .  
n 1 
p(0) (y )  = 
k=O E i= l  ci(n) pi(n) ' 
n = 1,2 , . . . .  
The modification proposed for the construction of the approximating solution (2) is as follows: 
the n th approximation of the solution is sought in the form of a polynomial of degree n, denoted 
Vn(y), which is a solution of the equation 
jr0 
y 
(boy: + bly) v(y) = (b:x + b3y + b4) v(x) dx + bsy + ~n+:T;+~ ((1 - .~+~) y + -n+:).  (13) 
The approximate value v(y) can be found from the formula 
v(y) ,~ Vn(y) = Tn+2 Pro+2 h~m(Y) = IX'-" (n+2) b yk. 
m=O k=O 
We call our perturbation term minimal if it is a polynomial which deviates from zero in the 
uniform metric on [0,1] least of all polynomials of degree n + 2 satisfying (12). 
Let us consider the minimality of the perturbation term (13). 
Let 
cos 2 [~r(n - i ) /(2n)] - sin 2 (zr/4n) 
Yi -- cos 2 (zr/4n) , i -- 1 , . . . ,  n, 
be the points of alterations of the polynomial TnP(n °) (y) belonging to the interval [0, 1] 
([Tnpn(0) (yi)[ = [rn[, i=  l , . . . ,n )  . 
Let y~0), i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, be zeros of the polynomial p(0)(y), 
(0). 0 < yl < y~O) < y2 < y(O) < . . .  < Yn-~ < yn -- 1. 
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Denote D = D(~I , . . . ,  ~n-1) = det A, where 
A = 
~n-  1 2 n 
~n-1  " ' "  ~n- -1  
L . . .  
(14) 
THEOREM 1. In order that the polynomial T=P(~O)(y) deviates from zero in the uniform metric 
on [0, 1] least of all polynomials of degree n satisfying (6), it is necessary and sut~cient that the 
determinant D = D(~l , . . . ,  ~n-1) be nonzero for a11 ~1,...,  ~-1 such that 
0 < Yl < E1 < Y2 < ~2 < "'" < ~n-1 < Yn = 1. (15) 
A proof of the theorem follows from the properties of the Vandermonde determinant and from 
contradiction. 
COROLLARY. II c the sequence of numbers An) i = 1, n, is alternating, then the polynomial G i ~ • . . , 
rnP(n°) (y) is least deviating from zero in the uniform metric on [0, 1] among ali polynomials of 
degree n, satisfying (12). 
PROOF. We decompose the determinant D of matrix A in the bottom row. Using the positiveness 
of Vandermonde's determinant with an omitted row and column and alteration of the sequence 
c(n) i=1 ,  n, we obtain D # 0. i , • • " , 
This method can be used to derive polynomial approximations of hypergeometric and confluent 
hypergeometric functions of the first kind with real parameters. Thus, in the second case, we 
have the following Volterra integral equation: 
j~0 y 
yv(u)  = [(2 - a )x  + (a - 1 )y  + 2 - 7] v (x )  dx + ('~ - 1)y,  
for v(y) = F(a, 7, Y), Y c [0, 1], and the following formulas for coefficients of canonical polynomi- 
als: 
(~+2)! r(m+7) r(k + a) 
bkm= k! C(k+3,) F (m+a+l ) '  m=0, . . . ,n ,  k=0, . . . ,m.  (16) 
It should be noted that if 7 > 1 and a < 0, then the sequence of numbers cl n), i = 1 . . . .  ,n + 2, 
is alternating for n < -a ,  and, consequently, the corollary of Theorem 1 holds for the pertur- 
bation term chosen for the confluent hypergeometric function. Then the values of the confluent 
hypergeometric function for other values of parameters a and 7 can be derived by recurrent 
relations. 
Consider now how our modification of the integral form of the Tau Method applies to compu- 
tation of modified Bessel functions of imaginary index Ki~(x). We obtain the recurrent formulas 
for the coefficients b0m: 
2 [ 2 (m+2)  ] 
boo - 1/4 +/3--------fi' born = - m 2 + m + 1/4 +/32 born-l, m = 1, . . . .  
Conditions (11) yield 
Po = O, -P l  + 2 ~ bomPm+2 = 2. (17) 
m=0 
STATEMENT 1. The polynomial (o) 7n+2P~+2(Y) deviates from zero in uniform metric on [0, 1] least 
of all polynomials of degree n + 2 that satisfy (16) and (17) for ali n and/3. 
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The proof of this statement follows from the corollary of Theorem 1 as bom/Ibomt = (-1) m, 
m = 0, 1, . . . .  We note that the corollary may be derived also from an alternative theory. 
Therefore, our modification is more accurate than its counterparts (8),(9). This conclusion 
was proved by numerical evaluations also. This approach was used in the universal program for 
computation of the modified Bessel function Kiz(x) for 0 < D < 4 as the most efficient method 
in this calculation domain. 
Consider the system of two second-order differential equations (k = 2) in more detail. This 
case is of particular interest for differential equations with complex coefficients. 
The scheme of the integral form of the Tau Method described in this paper can be used for 
deriving polynomial approximations of hypergeometric and confluent hypergeometric functions 
of the first kind with complex parameters. 
The modified Kontorovitch-Lebedev integral transforms [19] with kernels Re K1/2+i~(x) = 
(K1/2+if~ (x) ÷ K1/2_i~(x))/2 and Im K1/2+i/~(x ) -= (K1/2+if~(x) - K1/2-~ (x))/2i, where Ks (x) is 
MacDonald's function, is of great importance in solving some problems of mathematical physics, 
in particular mixed boundary value problems for the Helmholtz equation in wedge and cone 
domains. We find it necessary to compute Re K1/2+iZ(x) and Im K1/2+iz(x) to use this transform 
in practice. These functions also occur in solving some classes of dual integral equations with 
kernels which contain MacDonald's function of imaginary index Ki~(x). Therefore, now we 
consider the second kind modified Bessel function K1/2+iZ(x) in more detail. 
We have a system of two second-order differential equations 
2 ts y v 1 +2(y+l )v~+D2Vl+DV2=0,  
y2v~' + 2(y + 1)v~ - ZVl ÷ ~2V 2 = O, (18) 
Vl(0 ) = 1, V2(0 ) = 0, 
or the system of Volterra integral equations 
/0 /0 y2v~(~) = ((2 + ~2) ~ _ (2 + ~2y)) vi(~) d~ + ~ (~ - y)v2(~) e~ + 2y, 
y2~2(y)=8 (y -z )v~(z )d~+ ( (2+~2)z - (2+~2y) )v2(~)d~,  (19) 
(Tr ~l/2e_x ( (~)  (~) )  K1/2+if~(x) = k~x] Vl ÷ iv2 , x >_ 1. 
For this case, we derived the following formulas for the coefficients of canonical vector polynomials, 
taking into account (4): 
q(1) (8 2 + m(m T 1)) (m ÷ 1)(m + 2) 
lm= (8 2 + m(m + 1)) 2 + f~2 ' 
q(2) ,.,(1) 
lm ---- --t/2m, 
2(i + 1) ((8 2 + i(i + 1)) '~(j) ~ (j) ~ ~/1/+1 --/9q2i+1) q(J) 
li ---- 
q(J) 2i 
(~2 + i(i + 1)) 2 + 82 
qli+l + (/~2 + i(i + 1)) u2i+l] 
(~2 + i(i + 1)) 2 + ~2 
i=m-1 , . . . ,O ,  j= l ,2 .  
q(1) /3(m + 2)(m + 1) 2m -- (t32 + m(m + 1)) 2 -{- ~2 '  
q(2) .(1) 
2m ---- ~/lrn, 
(20) 
The recurrent formulas are stable with respect o the computation error as it can be seen 
from (20). 
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LEMMA 3. A canonical set of vectors for system (19) exists for all ~. 
The validity of the lemma follows from formulas (20). 
The programs for computing K1/2+i~(x ) were compiled on the basis of the Tau Method and 
the integral form of the Tau Method with different residues (8)-(10). As in the one-dimensional 
case, calculations how that the integral form of the Tau Method with perturbation terms (10) 
gives the most accurate results. 
The integral form of the Tau Method with these perturbation terms was included in the univer- 
sal program for computing modified Bessel functions K1/2+i~(x) at small values of ~ (0 < ~ < 4), 
as the more efficient for calculation in this domain than other methods. 
Now, we give a short description of tables of modified Bessel functions K1/2+iz(x) [14]. Such 
tables of functions Re K1/2+iz(x ) and ImK1/2+i~(x) are necessary for practical applications of 
modified Kontorovitch-Lebedev integral transforms. They were calculated with a step A~ must 
be sufficiently small to admit comparatively simple interpolation of table values on variable 3. 
To be more specific, the functions ReK1/2+~z(x) and ImK1/2+i~(x) were computed in this 
book for x = 0.1(0.2)9.5 and 3 = 0.01(0.01)10.00. The values of functions are given with seven 
significant digits for all x and/~. The numerical material is presented in the form of tables with 
two entries. Each section of 20 pages each contains the values Re K1/2+i~(x ) and Im K1/2+i~(x) 
for all ~ and for three sequential values of x. In all, the book consists of 16 sections. The first 
section presents function values for x from 0.1 to 0.5, the second for x from 0.7 to 1.1, and so on 
until x from 9.1 to 9.5. 
The values of the argument x are placed in the upper row and those of parameter ~ are in the 
left column on each page. For any x and 3, the function values are found on the intersection 
of the corresponding row and column. The table values of the functions are denoted by a(+n), 
implying a * 10 4-n. 
Power series, the Tau Method [1,2], and integral representations were used to compute tables of 
Re K1/2+iz(x) and Im K1/2+i~(x) in various ranges of variables x and ~. None of these methods 
had necessary accuracy for either function in the domain of the variables. The Tau Method was 
applied in one of the domains (x is larger, ~ is smaller). Chebyshev polynomials of degree 16 
were used for the approximation. It should be noted, however, that the integral representations 
take more computational time. 
For the computation of special functions, the Tau Method has the following advantage over 
other methods. It gives both numerical values and coefficients of the polynomial approximation 
of the functions. When it is required to compute the function many times for several values of 
the parameter and many values of the argument, it can be faster. We compute the coefficients 
of approximate polynomials only once, then it remains to evaluate the polynomial at new values 
of the variable. In other methods, it is necessary to repeat the whole process of computation at 
every new point of the variable. 
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